
An internationally recognized DJ and emcee, Sticky rocks parties from coast to coast and produces a syndicated mix show on  
FM radio stations from California to Europe.  He brings the same versatility and decades of experience to your wedding. Since 
age 13, Sticky has perfected his skills over a wide variety of musical styles, venues and events, giving him the unique ability to 
blend new music and familiar classics to create the perfect soundtrack to your special day.

If you are looking for something exclusive and unique, these boutique-style options are geared towards contemporary,  
high-energy entertainment with a chest-pounding sound system and later-evening focus on club-style mixing. They are 
well-suited to the modern couple looking for a high degree of customization and award-winning emcee skills.

PLATINUM PACKAGE - $2050

-  Up to five hours of music starting with first guests’ arrival
-  Sticky Boots as your DJ and Master of Ceremonies
-  Custom produced Grand Entrance
-  Custom studio production to bring your ideas to life
-  Club-style sound system including digital turntables and subwoofers
-  Club-style dance floor lighting with enhanced LED special effects

$500 retainer due with contract

ULTIMATE PACKAGE - $3350

-  All features of Platinum Package
-  Unlimited time
-  Concert-style moving head lighting
-  Dazzle uplighting package
-  Remote speaker or Dance Under The Stars
-  Ceremony package (if on-site)

$1000 retainer due with contract

Every entertainment package The Music Place, Inc offers includes FREE set up and tear down and FREE travel within one hour of Goshen, Indiana,  
exclusive planning guides and music selection tools, state of the art digital sound systems, a formally dressed and professionally trained DJ/Emcee  

and wireless microphone for toasting. Additional hours of service for any entertainment package are available for $125/hour.
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